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Abstract 
 

This work presents the results of tests carried out as part of the study of the influence 

of ballast fouling materials and compaction states on the dynamic cone resistance. It 

is a complement for a previous study on the statistical analysis of the influence of 

ballast fouling on penetrometer and geoendoscope data [1]. 

 

As a result of this previous work, a particular behaviour of the average cone resistance 

was highlighted. The cone resistance (qd) initially increases with Fouling Index, 

highlighting the mechanical resistance to penetration improvement of the ballasted 

layer. Then, when the ballast is fouled, this mechanical resistance decreases. 

However, the tests cases This behaviour was highlighted for specimens without 

compaction differences. 

 

The present study exposes results obtained from similar test specimens compacted in 

two new distinct sates. For the same range of Fouling Index (FI), this study confirms 

the previously highlighted behavior for more compacted test cases with only sandy 

fouling material. 
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1  Introduction 
 

This work is a complement for a previous study on the statistical analysis of the 

influence of ballast fouling on penetrometer and geoendoscope data [1].  

Most of rail networks around the world are often composed of ballasted tracks, 

where the main component is the “ballast”. Over time and as a result of repeated 

and increasing heavy loads the railway track ages, and the ballast deteriorates 

deviating from its original standard specifications. As a result, the ballast layer is 

progressively fouled with materials finer than aggregate particles, filling the void 

spaces. Fouled ballast impacts the track performance by changing the mechanical 

properties of sub-structure layers. Field characterization of ballast fouling degree as 

well as its mechanical behavior is an important task to optimize decision making in 

railways tracks maintenance programs. 

The French lightweight dynamic penetrometer, known as P.A.N.D.A test [2], 

coupled with geoendoscope [3-4] offers the opportunity to reach this purpose by 

measuring the dynamic cone resistance (qd) and image features continuously in 

depth (Fig. 1). This method has been widely studied to evaluate the bearing capacity 

as well as to assess mechanical properties of the soil layers. A previous study 

focused on establishing a relationship between (qd), images parameters and ballast 

fouling index (FI). Previously analysed data were obtained from specimens with the 

same compaction state. This study presents complementary results obtained from 

specimens in distinct compaction states. 

 
Figure 1: Principle of lightweight dynamic penetrometer P.A.N.D.A and Geoendoscope tests 

This article presents parts of the results obtained from a laboratory study aimed at 

establishing a database to correlate dynamic penetrometer values, images features as 

well as GPR data in order to improve railroad surveys by means of data fusion. This 

study is particularly interested in the effects of compaction on the measured cone 

resistance. 
 

2  Methods 
 

The same type of parallelepipedal specimens of soil (800x600x1000mm) as in the 

previous study [1] were prepared (Figure 2). The main purpose is to reproduce a 

multi-layer structure representative of a railway track, where the lower part is the 

subgrade, and the upper part simulates the ballasted layer. Subgrade were designed 

by two different layers (silty-sand and clay) that remain unchanged in terms of 
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nature as well as compaction degree. In this study and for each sample, ballasted 

upper layer changes in content of fouling material and in compaction degree. Fouled 

ballast was created by mixing different quantities of clean ballast, and sand (only 

sand for this compaction effect study). 

 
Figure 2: Laboratory experiences: (left) dimensions of specimens and test position; (middle) 

vertical profile of specimens tested; (right) example of dynamic penetration test results. 

A total of 18 specimens were tested: 3 distinct compaction states for 6 fouling index 

(FI) conditions. The first compaction state is a state without compaction, called C0. 

For the other states, compaction is carried out using a compaction mass. The 

specimen is divided into 6 zones and for each zone 2 strokes of mass are given. This 

operation is repeated 4 times for the second case of compaction (C4) and 8 times for 

the third (C8). 5 Dynamic penetration and 5 geoendoscope tests, as well as GPR 

measurements were conducted for each sample. The goal of this experiment was to 

qualify the effects of compaction on the values measured by P.A.N.D.A. in order to 

complement the previous study [1]. 
Sample construction begins with the manual compaction of a 100mm thick subgrade soil layer. 

Geotextile is placed between each layer and the construction proceeds with the placement of each layer 

until the top layer (clean ballast) is reached. Once the tests are carried out, the specimen is completely 

emptied, and another sample is later built. Fouled ballast was prepared thanks to a concrete mixer and 

the mixture was placed inside the specimen in compacted layers. It should be noted that, vertical stress 

resulting from the weight applied by the superstructure of the railway (rail, sleepers etc) is not simulated 

in these experiences and should change the range of the measured values. 

 

3  Results 
 

For each specimen, five penetration tests were carried out and only the part of the 

signal obtained in the ballasted layer is analysed. Average value of cone resistance 

qd are calculated for clean ballast and fouled ballast layers. Table 1 below 

summarize the test cases and results. 
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Table 1: Summary of different cases: Compaction state, Fouling Index (FI) and qd average 

values 

Compaction state FI (%) 
FI 

Class 
qd mean 

(MPa) 
qd std 
(MPa) 

W% 
Total 

mass (kg) 
Density 
(kN/m3) 

Compaction state C0 

0,0 C 5,6 4,7 0 290 15,5 

8,7 MC 8,1 4,4 5,98 293 15,2 

16,1 MF 9,3 5,6 5,8 315 16,4 

28,2 F 8,8 6,8 6,12 360 18,8 

37,6 F 6,9 4,3 5,3 360 18,8 

51,2 HF 3,9 3,3 5,72 385 20,1 

Compaction state C4 

0,0 C 6,8 5,6 0 - - 

8,7 MC 12,3 4,4 5,98 309 15,7 

16,1 MF 13,5 5,6 5,8 333 16,9 

28,2 F 14,9 6,8 6,12 380 19,3 

37,6 F 15,0 4,3 5,3 382 19,4 

51,2 HF 11,8 3,3 5,72 410 20,8 

Compaction state C8 

0,0 C 9,0 6,7 0 - - 

8,7 MC 14,9 4,4 5,98 309 16,1 

16,1 MF 15,9 5,6 5,8 333 17,3 

28,2 F 16,1 6,8 6,12 380 19,8 

37,6 F 15,8 4,3 5,3 382 19,9 

51,2 HF 13,3 3,3 5,72 410 21,3 

C: Clean; MC: Moderately Clean; MF: Moderately Fouled; F: Fouled; HF: Highly 

Fouled. 

Regarding compaction states, an increase in density and average cone resistance can 

be denoted for each FI cases. Results are also plotted in Figure 3. Where we can see 

a similar behavior for the three compaction states. It should be noted that the cone 

resistance values presented are much lower than those measured in practice [3-7]. 

Indeed, as mentioned above, the effects of overburden pressure (due to the track 

load) as well as rod’s skin friction has been neglected. 
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Figure 3: Evolution of dynamic cone resistance qd according to fouling index for distinct 

compaction methods 

The cone resistance initially increases with Fouling Index, highlighting the 

mechanical resistance to penetration improvement of the ballasted layer. Then, when 

the ballast is more fouled, this mechanical resistance decreases. This behaviour, 

highlighted in the previous study [1], is still present within C4 and C8. Regarding 

absolute values, the increase of resistance seems to be be more important for greater 

compaction at low FI. The decrease at high FI seems to be less important at higher 

compaction degrees. 
 

4  Conclusions and Contributions 

 
Fouling in the ballast layers change the mechanical behavior of the railway tracks. 

In a previous study [1], the influence of ballast fouling quantity and material type on 

dynamic penetrometer and geoendoscope tests results were analyzed. A particular 

behaviour of the average cone resistance was highlighted.  

The cone resistance (qd) initially increases with Fouling Index, highlighting the 

mechanical resistance to penetration improvement of the ballasted layer. Then, 

when the ballast is fouled, this mechanical resistance is smaller than that of the 

clean ballast. The nature of the fouling material changes the degree of the above 

effects: in the case of sandy soils the resistance is higher than that of clayey soils. 

This behaviour was highlighted for specimens without compaction differences. 

The present study exposes results obtained from similar test specimens compacted 

in two new distinct sates. For the same range of Fouling Index (FI), this study 

confirms the previously highlighted behavior for more compacted test cases with 

only sandy fouling material.  

This study covers only one fouling material type and therefore cannot be generalized 

as it is. Moreover, the effects of overburden pressure due to the track load as well as 
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rod’s friction has been neglected. Further experiments should be carried out to 

improve railway’s tracks diagnostic through dynamic penetrometer data. 
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